
REASONS FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE POLICIES

Customer service is defined by (wiseGEEK. ) as the act of providing customers with helpful and positive experience,
before after and d.

Pose sticky customer scenarios and ask them how they would respond to the situation. Bean takes this very
seriously. Tip Customer service is important to reducing turnover. Several high-profile companies have been
in the news of late, finding themselves in the spotlight because of poor customer service policies. Give
employees guidelines for problem solving. More from Entrepreneur Jon Horowitz is dedicated to helping
brands with grow their social footprint by aligning with influencers and creating innovative content. This must
include methods of communication, how they are used to best effect, what could happen if they are not and the
advantages and disadvantages of each method. This encourages not only compliance but also
above-and-beyond efforts. But they soon discovered greater advantages than merely getting the tickets
answered quickly. They have to meet them in many cases and will have the most appropriate ideas regarding
client servicing. Since customers are the life-blood of any company, most have now understood the
importance of a customer service policy to ensure that customers remain happy and loyal to the company. So,
to ensure that customers find a mattress that works for them, we offer a day sleep trial. Discuss reasons for
using customer service policies Project description Task 1: Understand customer service policies within
business and services contexts 1. A customer service policy serves to let your employees know how service
excellence leads to success and a bright future for them within the company, thereby encouraging them to
perform consistently at their optimum. Just providing a body in a store to answer questions or having enough
staff in a call center to answer calls quickly will go unnoticed. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be
published. This may sound obvious, but customer service representatives must provide professional service
and appropriate presentation at all times. Share your thoughts with us! It helps teams to work on appropriate
things and also focus solving problems that are faced by customers. Roleplaying different customer scenarios
is one of the best ways to keep your employees ready for anything and always aware of the current policies.
How will you choose one of them? Making customer service work across your company There are many ways
by which you can make customer support deliver for all departments in your company. Amerisleep When we
first started Amerisleep , a provider of luxury mattresses, the biggest issue we faced was overcoming the
hurdle of selling mattresses online. How will that help you to improve customer satisfaction and retain your
existing customers? Woods write in the book Best Practices in Customer Service that the customer service
policies serves as a tool to rally the entire organization to move toward a "ambitious, desirable future state" in
which the service moves beyond the expectations of the customers. Tabitha Naylor Tabitha Jean Naylor is the
Founder of Successful Startup , a digital magazine that provides answers to today's most pertinent questions
facing startup founders, and the Owner of TabithaNaylor. Take two companies that offer a similar product or
service. This policy provides the basis for an on-going and sustainable relationship since both the customers
and the company would have a common goal and vision. To achieve 2. Steve Fuller, L. In some organizations,
it means that all employees in the teamâ€”irrespective of their job rolesâ€”jumps in to help with customer
support. Customers are happy to speak their mind especially if they know that their feedback will be taken
seriously and swift and effective amends made. You should consider the following: Requirements: sources of
information eg customers, staff, management, customer records, past information Primary research: primary
research eg sampling, qualitative, quantitative; interview eg individual, group, survey, observation; contact
methods eg mail, telephone, personal Secondary research: internal eg sales records, yield data, financial
information, client databases; external eg government publications, trade journals, periodicals, professional
associations, national organisations, commercial data To achieve 3. We decided to turn this obstacle into
opportunity. Business that succeed under such an environment, are the ones making customer support a core
element in their business strategy. But how did the recommendation come up? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of these methods? What Is Customer Service? Ask customers what they think of your customer
service. The role plays will consist of: providing advice; personal selling; complaint handling for which you
will be assessed on your customer service skills. Employees can't expect to provide your idea of great service
if they don't know that means. It is not possible to put something into action, if one is not aware of the
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expectations.


